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Student and teacher at New Visions AIM Charter High School I in Brooklyn
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At this moment more
than ever, public
schools matter.

Leadership Letter

Too many students still have little chance to chart

We need you to join us in doing more. We are able to

a path beyond high school, their postsecondary

do our work because of your support, whether that

options limited by factors out of their control
—

means contributing your time, your voice, or your

whether their parents went to college, whether they

financial support. Each is an investment in the future of

chance upon a mentor, whether they happen to have

New York City’s public schools, and equally a vote of

a counselor who has the time and capacity to go

confidence in the ability of a small organization to have

above and beyond. Our work in the coming years

outsize impact on the nation’s largest school system.

aims to ensure that where a student comes from
does not determine where a student can go.

For years, our target was 80 percent: in 2018, more
than 84 percent of students graduated, well beyond

The American dream has always stood for a tomorrow that is brighter than today. For more than a
million students in New York City public schools,
public education is essential to that tomorrow.
For nearly 30 years, New Visions for Public
Schools has worked in every borough, with every
mayor and every chancellor, to strengthen New
York City’s public schools. We have been a constant, taking on projects that span the tenure of
administrations while advancing a shared belief
that each and every student deserves a worldclass public education. The schools we partner
with serve predominantly low-income students
of color, immigrant students, and other students

for whom high-quality public schools are critical
enablers of opportunity.
When New Visions was founded in 1989, many
high schools limited opportunity: the four-year
high school graduation rate was roughly 50 percent citywide. Early in the 2000s, with the graduation rate hovering at the same level, we set a
then-audacious goal of reaching an 80 percent
graduation rate in the schools we support. This
year, more than 84 percent of the roughly 10,000
seniors in New Visions Charter and Affinity
network high schools graduated in four years.
This was the third year in a row that our gradua-

tion rate surpassed 80 percent. What was once
audacious is now expectation. Practically, that
means more than 3,000 students graduate each
year than would have when we were founded.
Still, we need to do more and get better because
the moment we are in demands that we do. While
a high school diploma was once sufficient for entry
to a middle-class life and engagement in society,
that is no longer true. Students with only a high
school diploma have twice the unemployment rate
of college graduates. They earn only two-thirds as
much each year. They vote at only two-thirds the
rate of students who attend college.

While New Visions as an organization has been a

80. We remain driven by our belief that public edu-

constant, for two of us this is our first annual letter.

cation matters, that a better public school system is

In 2018, we were honored and gratified to be elect-

possible and necessary and worth investing in. We

ed Board Chair and Co-Chair of New Visions. We

believe that now more than ever. We hope you do,

have big shoes to fill: Dick Beattie and Roger Altman,

too, and we hope you will continue to support our

our predecessors, have a legacy measured in those

efforts, at this moment more than ever.

thousands of students who walk across the stage
each year, diploma in hand. Yet we also know that
New Visions is more capable than ever, better
positioned than ever, and hungry to do more.

Gary L. Ginsberg

Blair W. Effron

Mark Dunetz

Chair

Co-Chair

President
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Improvement at scale
has always been our
focus and continues
to define our vision.

GRADUATION RATE

COLLEGE READINESS RATE

100%

95%

Our Work

90%

80%

50%

70%

60%

50%

CLASS OF 2013

40%

CLASS OF 2018

IN 2013, ONLY 50% OF HIGH SCHOOLS

30%

IN NEW VISIONS CORE NETWORKS
HAD GRAD RATES OVER 70%. TODAY,

20%
CLASS OF 2013

CLASS OF 2014

CLASS OF 2015

CLASS OF 2016

CLASS OF 2017

CLASS OF 2018

MORE THAN 95% OF OUR SCHOOLS DO.

We are now applying this systems-building approach to the four core areas in which we support schools:
Improvement at scale is hard. But working in
the nation’s largest school system, New Visions
has always and will always aspire to this type
of change.
From our founding, as an organization dedicated
to securing private support for public schools, we
have been a small organization tackling big challenges. In the 1990s and 2000s, we were at the
vanguard of the movement to reform New York
City’s high schools by transforming large, impersonal institutions into small, tight-knit communities
of learners. This effort has been recognized as one
of the great improvement stories in the history of
urban education in the United States.

While making schools smaller reduced the complexity and daily challenges of running a school,
relying solely on individuals to monitor the thousands of high-stakes decisions and actions required to keep students on track to graduation
still meant too many missed opportunities and too
many students failing to graduate on time.
So, five years ago, in partnership with our Charter high schools and a network of district high
schools for which we serve as a lead partner, now
called an Affinity Group, we identified the need
for and began to build school management and
instructional systems. These systems share core
approaches: defining common routines and providing foundational tools.

The routines and tools help school leaders and
teachers tackle the myriad complexities of their
daily work: for example, ensuring that students are
in the right classes and that there are high-quality
instructional materials to use in those classes.
We have made huge strides in the past five years.
Addressing the basics of management and instruction helps schools preempt predictable missed
opportunities to provide students with timely support. Schools can instead focus on working with
each student to fully realize his or her unique potential. Equally importantly, schools can work with
each other to improve, grounded in shared language, strategies, and tools.

Establishing Shared Infrastructure

Equipping Teachers & Leaders

Cultivating School Communities

Developing Systems for Success

Our approach is producing tangible evidence of improvement. Graduation rates are higher than those of other
schools serving similar students and continue to rise. For the first time, more than half of students in our core
networks are graduating college-ready, exempting them from remedial course work in college. The number of
schools with graduation rates below 70 percent has shrunk dramatically.
And our approach is spreading. Beyond our Charter and Affinity Group high schools, our tools and supports
are available to hundreds of additional district schools.
Improvement at scale is hard and uncertain. But tremendous change is possible. We know.
Results include Charter and Affinity schools, exclusive of transfer schools.
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Establishing
Shared
Infrastructure
Schools must have access to
shared, high-quality tools and
resources for school management

and

classroom

instruc-

tion—the basic infrastructure of
schooling—as a precondition of
improvement at scale. In partnership

with

school

leaders,

Core Activities
•	The New Visions Data Portal
ensures consistent access
to high-priority information
essential for school management, helping schools make and
monitor critical student planning and support decisions
•	Data Dashboards provide
aggregate views of student performance and school management,
enabling reliable and targeted support for schools and students
•	Full-course, Regents-aligned
Curricula, co-created and tested
by NYC teachers, facilitate
high-quality instruction to
meet the needs of all students

teachers, and the Department of

4,600 students, the New Visions
Data Portal makes it possible for
me to know what is happening

346

Schools across New York
City use our management
and instructional tools

with each student, zero in on what
each student needs, and tailor our
support to help all students reach
their greatest potential.”
— Kaye Houlihan, Principal,
Fort Hamilton High School

2018-19 Priorities
•	Improve Data Portal user experience
for core planning activities, such as student course scheduling, and enhance
postsecondary planning features

Education, we have created tools
and resources that are now used
by hundreds of New York City

•	Develop robust Portal functionality to
support elementary and middle school
attendance and academic success

schools and thousands of teachers across the country.

The New Visions full-course, Regentsaligned curricula are available for free
at curriculum.newvisions.org.

For the principal of a school with

1,051,116
Total visits occured on our
curriculum websites

•	Strengthen instructional materials to
engage all students across content
areas, with a particular focus on
college readiness and accessibility for
students with special education needs
and English Language Learners
School staff members at New Visions Charter High School for the Humanities IV in Queens
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Equipping
Teachers
& Leaders
The people working in schools—
and their skills, knowledge, and
creativity—are the most important factors in achieving sustainable success for students. As they
tackle the ever-evolving opportunities and challenges inherent in
day-to-day school work, we help

Core Activities

•	Teacher Residency program
trains and certifies teachers to
be ready on day one, with a
focus on practical knowledge
and high-quality mentorship
early in their career
•	Professional Networks for staff,
including College Advisors
and Assistant Principals, offer
venues to spread ideas and
exchange best practices

school staff grow and excel indi-

was phenomenal. I always leave
these workshops feeling very
confident that I can implement
these strategies in my classes.

50

Visitors from every state accessed our
curriculum, from 763,601 visits from
New York to 249 visits from Wyoming

It’s always differentiated, which
is critical for me when scaling
and implementing.”
—D
 exter Hannibal, Teacher,
Brooklyn Democracy Academy

2018-19 Priorities
•	Reimagine models for schoolbased coaching to meet
schools’ unique needs and ensure continuous improvement
of teaching and learning

vidually and collectively, on day
one and throughout their career.

Teachers looking to improve their practice
can sign up for professional development
at workshops.newvisions.org.

This professional development

•	Curriculum-aligned Professional
Development creates space and
structure for teachers to improve
their practice, with support from
instructional coaches and in
collaboration with their peers

1,892
Teachers participated in professional
development workshops

•	Expand consistent participation
in group professional development
opportunities for schools
in identified subjects of need
•	Refine model of teacher residency
to maximize support for district
and charter schools
Teachers collaborating during science professional development
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Cultivating
School
Communities
Beyond the students and staff
in a school building, schools
operate at the center of broad,
dynamic networks that play an
integral role in student success
in and after high school. We are
developing systemic approach-

Core Activities

•	Partnership Development
reduces the burden on
individual schools to establish
external partnerships that
bring resources into schools
•	College and Career Planning
starts early and provides students
with frequent exposure to the
world of college and work beyond
high school

from New Visions schools. We
know that young people need
opportunities. They can read
about it in a book, but to be a
part of it and to really experi-

2,500

ence it on a day-to-day basis is a
worthwhile opportunity and you

Students participated in New Visionssupported college visits or fairs

2018-19 Priorities

can never replace that.”
—M
 onica Major, Director of Education
& Youth, Office of Bronx Borough
President Rubén Díaz Jr.

• D
 evelop replicable routines
for partnership with families,
communities, and alumni in
service of student recruitment,
retention, graduation, and
postsecondary readiness

es to help schools engage families, community members, and
partner organizations, as well as
graduates as they transition into
postsecondary life.

School staff can find potential partners
in the New Visions Community Resource
Database at newvisions.org/community.

We were thrilled to host interns

•	Family and Community
Engagement builds capacity
of both school staff and families
to collaborate with one another

15

New partnerships launched
with career-exploration and
workforce-readiness partners

•	
L aunch pilot programs to
develop and test common,
effective, and scalable models
of college advising and careerexploration for all students
•	
C ultivate postsecondary
partnerships that will
facilitate career-exploration
opportunities for students
Students working on a set design at Brooklyn School for Music and Theatre
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Developing
Systems for
Success
Ultimately, people, programs, and
practices must coalesce to create
a successful school. Tools, curricula, and other resources that are
effective in theory but not usable
in practice are common. To ensure that we are developing approaches that work in authentic
contexts, we operate our own

Core Activities

•	Continuous Improvement
Coaching applies rigorous
methods to strengthen
critical management and
instructional systems
•	Network Convenings accelerate
spread of knowledge and
effective practice
•	New Visions Charter Schools
serve as most-realized and tangible
examples of our school management and instructional models

charter schools and partner with
the NYC Department of Education to co-develop, test, and scale

tools and Strategic Data Checkins, we’ve learned to use data to
better our school, change instruc-

10.5

Improvement in college readiness rates
in New Visions Charter and Affinity
schools, from 45.3 to 55.8 percent

tion, and make big decisions. Our
graduation rate has gone from
55% to 82% in four years with
these systems in place because
we can focus on meeting our
students where they are, which is
what matters the most.”

2018-19 Priorities

— Carl

Manalo, Principal,
Queens High School for Information,
Research and Technology

• D
 evelop resources that empower all
schools in our growing network to
conduct Strategic Data Check-ins
effectively, regardless of their level
of interaction with New Visions
•	Implement school support plans
as a standardized approach for
identifying and addressing school
improvement priorities and needs

our approaches to school management and improvement.

Learn more about New Visions
Charter High Schools at
newvisions.org/charter.

With the help of the New Visions

•	Strategic Data Check-ins
routinize key planning and
decision-making tasks related
to student supports

1,692
Strategic Data Check-ins occurred
between New Visions staff and schools

•	Continue to build a common
New Visions Charter High Schools
model, especially integrating
our newest schools, the AIM
charter transfer high schools
Teacher working with student at New Visions AIM Charter High School II in the Bronx
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High school
graduation has
to be the start.
But it has never
been the end.

What’s Next

For nearly 30 years, high school graduation has
been our organizational north star. When we
were founded in 1989, graduation rates hovered
at 50 percent and had done so for decades;
chances were grimmer for students of color and
low-income students. Three decades later, we
are beyond 80 percent: where once students had
a coin-flip chance of graduating high school on
time, the vast majority now do so.
We are therefore focusing on the next challenge.
What’s next, in a world that increasingly demands postsecondary education to get a good
job, to feel economically secure, and to participate fully in society, is ensuring that all of New
York City’s students are prepared to succeed after
high school.
Success after high school will take different
forms for different students. For some, the next
step will be attending college; other students

will choose to enter the workforce, either as
their long-term plan or as an intermediate step
toward longer-term goals. We believe that students should be prepared for both pathways, and
that what is critical is that students can make an
informed choice and be supported to successfully
pursue it.
We are particularly focused on students who
have historically been most excluded from
opportunity. Low-income students of color,
first-generation college students, and immigrant
students rely on public schools and school staff
to help them navigate uncertain, and too often
unseen, paths. It is for these students that public
schools matter most.
This year, we launched three new projects, each
aimed at developing robust and scalable postsecondary supports. We provide an overview
of each on the next page. These projects are

pieces of a larger endeavor aimed at ensuring
that students have the chance to explore and
understand their postsecondary options, make
the right decisions for them, and graduate high
school well-positioned to succeed. This endeavor will draw on every part of New Visions, from
instructional improvement efforts to tools development to support for building deep relationships with families and communities.
This is challenging work, but we are undeterred.
To ensure all students have access to opportunity, we will partner with schools to develop new
ways of working and reimagine how they support
students. By starting small, learning what works,
and then gradually expanding to serve more and
more schools, we are laying the groundwork for
student and school success.
High school graduation had to be the start. But
for us and our students, it is not the end.
15

Postsecondary
Pathways

College Readiness Network
for School Improvement
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College Advising Pilot

Reimagining Career
Pathways Pilot

Partnering with 18 schools in our

Partnering with 19 schools in our

Partnering with JobsFirstNYC

Charter and Affinity networks, we

Charter and Affinity networks,

and the 12 transfer schools in our

are using the methods of continu-

we are establishing more reliable,

Charter and Affinity networks, we

ous improvement to develop and

standardized approaches to col-

are building relationships between

test new strategies for ensuring

lege advising to ensure that each

schools and workforce develop-

that low-income students of color

student begins college explo-

ment organizations to bring the

graduate high school as academ-

ration early, applies to colleges

world of work into schools, with

ically prepared to succeed in

that are good fits, and completes

a particular focus on reimagining

college as their peers. To measure

the steps necessary to enroll in

the school-to-career transition for

our progress, we are focusing on

college. To support this work, we

students most at risk of discon-

three indicators that are predic-

are building new postsecondary

necting from education. At its core,

tive of student postsecondary

features in the Data Portal that

the pilot focuses on increasing

success: high school GPA, par-

help counselors, students, and

career awareness and exploration

ticipation in advanced course-

families manage a complicated

opportunities for all students, inte-

work, and achievement of col-

process and provide easy access

grating career skills development

lege-ready Regents exam scores.

to critical information needed to

into schools, and building bridges

make informed college choices.

to jobs in high-growth sectors.
Students and teacher in college office at The Young Women’s Leadership School, Queens
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Students need more than
a high school diploma to
succeed in tomorrow’s
world. We’re partnering
with schools to help
each student chart a
path after high school.
Father of Innovation Diploma Plus High School student preparing his daughter for graduation
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187,000+
students attend schools that
New Visions supports, enough
to fill Madison Square Garden
nearly 10 times.

Schools We Serve

10 Charter Schools

70 Affinity Group Schools

secondary schools that
New Visions operates, manages,
and supports in all aspects of
operation and improvement
3,800 Students

district secondary schools for which
New Visions is a lead nonprofit partner
offering a full suite of management
and instructional support
41,700 Students

346

*

Schools

32 Additional Schools

district schools for which
New Visions provides
management tools
20,200 Students

Schools we serve

*Schools that are part of multiple networks are counted only once

234 Community/
Renewal Schools

district schools across all grades
for which New Visions provides
management tools and support
121,600 Students
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Our work is possible because of the generous
support and partnership of those who believe
in New York City’s public schools.
Leaders $1 Million+

The Heckscher Foundation for Children

Hutchins Family Foundation

Patrons $1,000-4,999

Jeremiah L. Thomas

Phillip Reyland

Roger C. Altman & Jurate Kazickas

The Marie-Josée and Henry R. Kravis
Foundation

Sue Lehmann

Robert S. Cohen

Lynne & Michael Wolitzer

Cynthia Rietscha & Matt DiLorenzo

Mai Family Foundation

Ruth & David A. Levine

Mark Dunetz & Talia Ofeck

Kathryn McAuliffe & Jay L. Kriegel

Erica Eng

Peter Orszag & Bianna Golodryga

Friends $25-999

Lior & Sue Evan

AmazonSmile Foundation

The Simon Brothers Family Foundation

Susan Fairchild & Cindy Ippolitti

Anonymous

Adrienne Scott

Anonymous
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Dalio Foundation
JPMorgan Chase Foundation

National Center for Teacher Residencies
National Science Foundation
New York Community Trust—Astor Fund
for Public School Libraries

Ellen V. Futter

Eleanor Applewhaite

Peter & Patricia Gordon

Paul Beirne

Mitchell J. Speiser

The Zide Family Foundation

Gail & Walter Harris

Michelle V. Burns

Daniel Voloch & Andrew Berman

Anne & Bill Harrison

Kinshasha Holman Conwill

Cameron Waite

Peter Hatch

Catrin Davies

Steven & Joyce Wolitzer

Jane & Charles Klein

Donna Johns Dunetz

Kevin Wong

George Lehmuller

Marisa B. Harford

Marilyn Machlowitz

Gary Horowitz & Tom Wyse

Edward D. Miller

Phyllis & Harvey Klein

Lynn K. Neuner

Isaac Leamer

Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal U.S.A., Inc.

Sara L. Levinson & Charles Hairston

Marjorie & Jeffrey A. Rosen

Margaret E. Miller

E. John Rosenwald, Jr.

Imogene & Terry Mullin

Glenn & Eun-Kyung Sarno

Jill Y. Myers

Lisa & Rob Spatt

Patrick Naughton

Susan & Jeffrey Sussman

Pam & Vince Pagano

Poses Family Foundation

New York Community Trust—JPMorgan
Chase Fund

The Tiger Foundation

Sponsors $5,000-24,999

The Carroll and Milton Petrie Foundation

The Travelers Companies, Inc.

Nina Beattie & Michael Eberstadt

Ralph Schlosstein & Jane Hartley

The Urban Assembly

Rick Cotton & Betsy Smith

Lise Strickler & Mark Gallogly

William and Flora Hewlett Foundation

GE Foundation

Robin Hood

Perry and Donna Golkin

Lisa Caputo & Rick Morris

Susanna Aaron & Gary Ginsberg

The Frances L. & Edwin L. Cummings
Memorial Fund

Diana & Dick Beattie
The Clark Foundation
Blair & Cheryl Effron

Stephen & Myrna Greenberg
Robert Kravis & Kimberly Kravis
Bethany & Robert B. Millard
Peter J. Solomon Family Foundation

Jerry & Kathryn Garcia

Amy & David Sorkin

Gray Foundation

Tishman Speyer

The Marc Haas Foundation

Katherine Locker Scharlatt & Nick Scharlatt

W. Clement & Jessie V. Stone Foundation

New York Community Trust—Brooke Astor
Fund for New York City Education

Partners $100,000-999,999

William & Holly Russell

Jennie Soler-McIntosh

Overdeck Family Foundation

Benefactors $25,000-99,999

Brian D. Robbins

Beth J. Lief & Michael H. Simonson

New York City Department of Education

United States Department of Education
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Supporters
& Partners

List reflects gifts made through FY18
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Board of
Directors

Financial
Information
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES*
Year ended June 30, 2018

REVENUE			
■ Government		
$ 10,423,257
■ Corporations			22,658
■ Foundations			5,086,569
■ Individuals			1,785,192
■ Other (including investment returns)		 9,036,228
Total Revenue		
$ 26,353,905

40%

$

27,910,686

Blair W. Effron
Co-Chair
Centerview Partners, LLC

Jerry E. Garcia

Peter R. Orszag

				

Treasurer
Lazard

19%

15%

Jay L. Kriegel
The Related Companies LP

Mark Dunetz

Sue Lehmann

President
New Visions for Public Schools

Student Success Network

Richard I. Beattie

The Carroll and Milton Petrie Foundation

2%

Beth J. Lief

11%

41%

Founder
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP

Ernest Logan
American Federation of School Administrators

Roger C. Altman
Evercore
32%

Carrie Braddock
Centerbridge Foundation

NET ASSETS			
Beginning of Year		
$ 49,665,008
Change in Net Assets			 (1,556,781)
End of Year		
$ 48,108,227
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Harvard Advanced Leadership Institute Fellow

J.P. Morgan Private Bank

EXPENSES			

Total Expenses		

Ian M. Cook
Colgate-Palmolive Company

Todd Fisher
34%

7%

PROGRAM SERVICES			
■ School Support		
$
11,310,783
■ Curriculum & Instruction			 8,796,644
■ Systems & Data			
4,219,679
Subtotal Program Services		
$
24,327,107
			
SUPPORTING SERVICES			
■ Management and general		
$
3,056,551
■ Fundraising			527,029
Subtotal Supporting Services			 3,583,580

Gary L. Ginsberg
Chair
SoftBank Group Corp.

In accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, New Visions records contributions as revenue in the year in which they are committed
even if the funds are not received. Expenditures are recorded in the year in which they are incurred.
* Financial information is unaudited as of publication. Upon completion, audited financials for FY18 will be posted to www.newvisions.org.

Reverend Dr. Calvin O. Butts, III

Ralph L. Schlosstein
Evercore

Sheena Wright
United Way of New York City

Abyssinian Baptist Church

Honorary Board Members

Lisa Caputo

Reuben Mark

The Travelers Companies, Inc.

J. Richard Munro
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New Visions for Public Schools
205 East 42nd Street
4th Floor
New York, NY 10017
(212) 645-5110
www.newvisions.org

facebook.com/newvisionsforpublicschools
@NewVisionsNYC
New Visions for Public Schools

